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Книжная летопись : Основной выпуск.
[Knizhnaia letopis': Osnovnoi vypusk.]
Москва: Книга, 1907-
Weekly. Lists all "regular monographs" produced in the Soviet Union. Materials are arranged by the Universal Decimal Classification. Books in foreign languages are listed in Russian. Each weekly issue has a foreign language index.

Книжная летопись : Основной выпуск. Вспомогательные указатели.
[Knizhnaia letopis': Osnovnoi vypusk. Vspomogatel'nye ukazateli.]
Quarterly. Index for the above. Each issue consists of an author index, subject index and geographical index. Author index is for authors, translators, editors, illustrators, compilers and people who write introductions. Geographic index includes subject qualifiers.

Книжная летопись : Основной выпуск. Указатель серийных изданий.
[Knizhnaia letopis': Osnovnoi vypusk. - Ukazatel' seriinykh izdanii.]
Annual. An alphabetical arrangement of monographs published in a series. Under each series name are simple author/title listings of the books published that year in that series. This is followed by the number of the item in the main Knizhnaia letopis' to find full bibliographic information.

Книжная летопись : Дополнительный выпуск. Книги и брошюры.
[Knizhnaia letopis': Dopolnitel'nyi vypusk - Knigi i broshury.]
Monthly. Lists official documents, not for wide circulation, instruction manuals, text books published by institutes, materials for internal distribution and other specialized, low-tirazh publications.

Книжная летопись : Дополнительный выпуск. Вспомогательные указатели.
[Knizhnaia letopis': Dopolnitel'nyi vypusk - Vspomogatel'nye ukazateli.]
Quarterly. Index to the above. Each issue has a name and geographical index.

Книжная летопись : Дополнительный выпуск. Указатель серийных изданий.
[Knizhnaia letopis': Dopolnitel'nyi vypusk - Ukazatel' seriinykh izdanii.]
Annual. Lists all books published in series, mentioned in the Dopolnitel'nyi vypusk.

Книжная летопись : Дополнительный выпуск. Авторефераты диссертаций.
[Knizhnaia letopis': dopolnitel'nvi vypusk - Avtoreferaty dissertatsii.]
1980-
Monthly. Each issue lists all dissertations into 19 main subject categories. Each subject category has two sections: 1) "na stepen' doktora nauk", 2) "na stepen' kandidata nauk. Each issue also has an author and geographical index. Before 1980 dissertations were listed as part of the Dopolnitel'nyi vypusk.
Ежегодник книг СССР.
[Ежегодник книг СССР.] 1927-
Annual. An accumulation of the Knizhnaia letopis'. Now appears in 4 vols. T. I ch. 1 is a subject arranged listing of all books concerning politics, education, fiction, linguistics, sports, printing, reference books, library science and bibliography. Ch. 2 contains the indexes for the first volume: name index, title index, index for books in languages other than Russian (arranged by language), index of translations into Russian, and a subject index. T. 2 ch. 1 is for works in the natural sciences, technology, medicine, economics, transportation and trade. Ch.2 contains the indexes, as the above index volume for T. I

Летопись периодических изданий.
[Летопись периодических изданий.] 1933-
Quinquennial in 2 v. Vol. 1 lists journals, institute publications and annuals - Zhurnaly, trudy, biulleteni. The citations are arranged into 41 major subject areas. Followed by indexes by name of publication; non-Russian language journals, arranged by language; publishing institutes; and city of publication. Vol. 2 lists newspapers, arranged by region. Again the indexes are by name, non-Russian language and city.

Летопись периодических и продолжающихся изданий: сборники
[Летопись периодических и продолжающихся изданий: сборники.] 1971-
Annual. Lists irregular serials and "Trudy" of institutes. Every fifth year it is not published, because these citations are registered in the above mentioned five year accumulations.

Летопись периодических и продолжающихся изданий: библиотеки
[Летопись периодических и продолжающихся изданий: библиотеки.] 1936-
Biennial. Like the above, only for bulletins.

Летопись журнальных статей
[Летопись журнальных статей.] 1926-
Weekly. For articles, documents and belletristic works found in journals, serials and literary anthologies. Thorough for scholarly periodicals. Now analyzes over 2,000 publications annually. Has only quarterly indexes. Should be compared to the American Readers' guide to periodical literature.

Летопись газетных статей
[Летопись газетных статей.] 1936-
Weekly. Covers all articles in about 40 newspapers. Quarterly indexes.

Летопись рецензий
[Летопись рецензий.] 1935-
Quarterly. Lists book reviews found in the 2,000 journals and 40 newspapers listed in the above two items. Compare to the Book review index. Has quarterly and annual indexes.